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Level

17-20

13-16

9-12

5-8

1-4

0

Knowledge Application Analysis of Source Evaluation Specialist Terminology Conclusion

Accurate & detailed knowledge 
with a sound understanding

Appropriate material selected and 
sensitively and accurately applied 

to the question’s needs

Source is analysed accurately 
with clear links to sociological 

argument present

Sociological arguments used 
are effectively evaluated

Good use of specialist 
terminology (no errors)

Appropriate conclusions 
are drawn

Accurate and/or deep but 
incomplete knowledge

Broadly appropriate but 
tends to be more generalised

Source is analysed well with 
some sociological links present

Limited explicit (obvious) 
evaluation present

Specialist terminology used 
but accuracy is lacking

A conclusion is drawn but 
not completely appropriate

Limited range and depth 
of knowledge

Superficial understanding and 
application of material or non-

existent application

Analysis of the source 
will be limited

Evaluation is limited to 
briefly stated points

Some significant errors made 
with specialist terminology

A weak conclusion 
is made

Limited and undeveloped 
knowledge

Limited application of suitable 
material to the question

Analysis of the source tends 
to be presented in a tangent

Very limited evaluation 
or no evaluation

Specialist terminology used 
but inappropriately

Limited/ very weak 
conclusion made

Very limited knowledge Significant errors made 
in the application

No analysis No evaluation No specialist 
terminology used

No conclusion attempted

No relevant information
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Essay title:

Overall mark band: Mark Awarded:                       /20 EBI (Even better if):
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Level

17-20

13-16

9-12

5-8

1-4

0

Knowledge

Accurate & detailed knowledge 
with a sound understanding

Appropriate material selected and 
sensitively and accurately applied 

to the question’s needs.

Source is analysed accurately 
with clear links to sociological 

argument present

Good use of specialist 
terminology (no errors)

Appropriate conclusions 
are drawn

Accurate and/or deep but 
incomplete knowledge

Broadly appropriate but tends 
to be more generalised

Source is analysed well with 
some sociological links present

Specialist terminology used 
but accuracy is lacking

A conclusion is drawn but not 
completely appropriate

Limited range and depth 
of knowledge

Superficial understanding and 
application of material or 
non-existent application

Analysis of the source 
will be limited

Some significant errors made 
with specialist terminology

A weak conclusion is made

Limited and undeveloped 
knowledge

Limited application of suitable 
material to the question

Analysis of the source tends 
to be presented in a tangent

Specialist terminology used 
but inappropriately

Limited/ very weak 
conclusion made

Very limited knowledge Significant errors made 
in the application

No analysis No specialist terminology used No conclusion attempted

No relevant information
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Level

25-30

19-24

13-18

7-12

1-6

0

Knowledge

Accurate & detailed knowledge with a 
sound understanding. Sophisticated 

understanding of the question material

Appropriate material selected and 
sensitively and accurately applied 

to the question’s needs

Evaluation and analysis will be explicit 
and relevant. (considers methodological 

issues, debates etc.) 

Good use of specialist 
terminology (no errors)

Appropriate conclusions 
are drawn

Accurate and/or deep but incomplete 
knowledge.  Good understanding 

of the presented material

Application is largely explicitly relevant 
to the question, though some may be 

inadequately focused

Limited explicit (obvious) 
evaluation present and analysis

Specialist terminology used 
but accuracy is lacking

A conclusion is drawn but not 
completely appropriate

Largely accurate knowledge but limited 
range and depth. Limited understanding 

of significant aspects of the question

Superficial understanding 
and application of material

Evaluation takes the form of 
juxtaposing perspectives. Analysis is 
limited and tends to be descriptive

Some significant errors made 
with specialist terminology

A weak conclusion is made

Limited and undeveloped 
knowledge

Limited application of suitable 
material to the question

Very limited evaluation or no 
evaluation. Analysis disjointed

Specialist terminology used 
but inappropriately

Limited/ very weak 
conclusion made

Very limited knowledge/
understanding

Significant errors made 
in the application

No evaluation No specialist terminology used No conclusion attempted

No relevant information
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